Unit 7 Lesson 1
Learn to Drag and Drop
Resources
Unit 7 Lesson 2
Sequencing with Scrat
Resources
My Think Spot Journal
Unit 7 Lesson 3

Programming with Angry Birds

Resources
Unit 7 Lesson 4

Programming with Rey and BB-8

Resources
Unit 7 Lesson 5

Programming with Harvester

Resources
Great  Good  Okay  Bad

Sad  Angry  Frustrated  Confused
My Think Spot Journal
Date:
Unit 7 Lesson 6

Loops with Scrat

Resources
Unit 7 Lesson 7

Loops with Laurel

Resources
Unit 7 Lesson 8

Ocean Scene with Loops

Resources
Great  Good  Okay  Bad
Sad  Angry  Frustrated  Confused
My Think Spot Journal
Unit 7 Lesson 9

Drawing Gardens with Loops

Resources
Great | Good | Okay | Bad
Sad | Angry | Frustrated | Confused
This Journal Belongs To

Grade: Date:

My Think Spot Journal
Unit 7 Lesson 11

A Royal Battle with Events

Resources
My Think Spot
Journal